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semi-OT: t-bird mime type on .pdf attachment is wrong


2015 Apr 23
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semi-OT: t-bird mime type on .pdf attachment is wrong



Tris Hoar wrote:
> On 22/04/2015 19:25, m.roth at 5-cent.us wrote:
>> I was sending my manager a copy of a form, and attached it (not inline),
>> using -t-bird, and he complains it didn't want to open. Looking at the
>> message source, t-bird had decided that the mime type was all/allfiles,
>> though the name ended in .pdf. I've searched via the config editor,
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semi-OT: t-bird mime type on .pdf attachment is wrong



On 22/04/2015 19:25, m.roth at 5-cent.us wrote:
> I was sending my manager a copy of a form, and attached it (not inline),
> using -t-bird, and he complains it didn't want to open. Looking at the
> message source, t-bird had decided that the mime type was all/allfiles,
> though the name ended in .pdf. I've searched via the config editor, and
> I've been googling, and not




firefox and IronPort
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firefox and IronPort



A couple of weeks ago, I got an autogenerated email from the mail folks
here, telling me they'd quarantined what they thought was spam. The last
time I got one of these was a month or month and a half ago, and I had no
problem.

This time, however, I get a 500 error. When I pulled up firefox's error
console, and clicked on the link, I got
<servername elided>: server does not support




install rrdtools-devel / rrdtool-perl
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install rrdtools-devel / rrdtool-perl



Im very sorry.
You were right, yum install works flawlessly  for rrdtool, rrdtool-devel 
and rrdtool-perl packages.
I tryed on a fresh centos7 install.
The problem is that my Os is not a centos7 instead is a redhat 7.
Since I dont have any support for this , I asked some help here. I 
thought that repositories are the same for fedora,redhat and centos.
My mistake ...
I dont know what to do now.





centos 5.5 -software updater-break in download
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centos 5.5 -software updater-break in download



Good day,

New to centos,
New install .
Using - Software updater
While updating - downloading 73 updates there was a break in the download.
The break happened close to the end.
Now when using software updater again will it start all over again?
Go on where the break happened?
Could not find on google this issue
Kindly some advice please.
Thanks,   Regards
Johan




Ping is fine, cannot connect through Network Neighborhood
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Ping is fine, cannot connect through Network Neighborhood



I am running Red Hat 7.3 and samba 2.2.3a

I can see the samba server in network neighborhood however when I try to connect I
receive the following error:

	\\Puddles is not accessible
	A network error has occurred.  You might not have access to some network
	resources

my smb.conf file is as follows:

[global]

  workgroup = POND
  encrypt passwords = yes
  security = SHARE

[homes]

  guest OK =




selinux policy remnant according to /bin/ls on CentOS 6.0 box
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selinux policy remnant according to /bin/ls on CentOS 6.0 box



I installed CentOS 6.0 on 2 different x86_64 boxen.  Both originally had selinux installed and enabled.  I never touched selinux other than to remove as much of it as I could via rpm -e.  As far as I can tell, here are the remaining packages that have something to do with it:

# rpm -qa | grep -iE 'sel|pol'
checkpolicy-2.0.22-1.el6.x86_64
libselinux-2.0.94-2.el6.x86_64




getting a CentOS6 VM on VMware ESXi platform to recognize a new disk device
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getting a CentOS6 VM on VMware ESXi platform to recognize a new disk device



On 11/4/2015 12:52 PM, Boris Epstein wrote:
> I don't get this for some reason... not even sure why. ESXi's default
> behaviour seems to be to allow hotplug, that does not seem to be
> deactivated. I am just not sure. Wonder if this could be the Centos 7 vs 6
> - perhaps that is what I ought to test for.

what virtual SCSI controller type are you using for these VM's? Mine




attachment_fu and mime type issues
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attachment_fu and mime type issues



Hi All,
I am having a problem with the attachment_fu plugin and flac audio files. In
the dev environment, using mongrel, the form upload object does not seem to
have any associated content_type. I get the following attachment_fu
validation error: "Content type can''t be blank". I don''t understand why the
file_data would not have any content_type. Doesn''t rails




RJS not rendering correctly when mime-type is 'iphone'
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RJS not rendering correctly when mime-type is 'iphone'



I have an iPhone version of my site, and for some reason none of the
rjs works when viewing the iPhone version. This happens instead:

ActionView::MissingTemplate (Missing template controller_name/
update.erb in view path app/views)

The rjs works fine when viewing the site normally, and it worked when
viewing the iPhone version prior to upgrading Rails to 2.3.2.

Additional info: I have
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install rrdtools-devel / rrdtool-perl



On 11/26/2015 10:18 AM, Tris Hoar wrote:
> To access RHN you will need a support agreement with Red Hat. You 
> could use the packages from Centos, but it would be better to just 
> rebuild the server if you are going down that route. 

long ago, far away, I successfully converted several RHEL boxes to 
CentOS by making a list of all the RPMs and replacing them with the 
centos




getting a CentOS6 VM on VMware ESXi platform to recognize a new disk device
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getting a CentOS6 VM on VMware ESXi platform to recognize a new disk device



On Thu, Nov 5, 2015 at 8:23 AM, Tris Hoar <trishoar at bgfl.org> wrote:

> On 04/11/2015 20:59, John R Pierce wrote:
>
>> On 11/4/2015 12:52 PM, Boris Epstein wrote:
>>
>>> I don't get this for some reason... not even sure why. ESXi's default
>>> behaviour seems to be to allow hotplug, that does not seem to be
>>> deactivated. I am just




Is there a way to detect/validate DHCP static IP assignment?
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Is there a way to detect/validate DHCP static IP assignment?



Hi,
?We have tens of networks(VLANs) in data center with a central Linux DHCP server. each network has their router to do the DHCP relay. So, the DHCP server's configuration files has tens 'subnet' statements.
Because PXE booting is standard in whole data center, there are also thousands of static MAC-IP mapping 'host' statements in dhcp configuration.
The big challenge with a




nagios check_local_disk failing
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nagios check_local_disk failing



Hey all,

I have a local disk check defined which is giving me an error:

Current Status:
  UNKNOWN
 (for 0d 0h 1m 38s)Status Information:Unknown argument
Usage:
check_disk -w limit -c limit [-W limit] [-K limit] {-p pathPerformance Data:-x
device} [-C] [-E] [-e] [-f] [-g group ] [-k] [-l] [-M] [-m] [-R path ] [-r
path ] [-t timeout] [-u unit] [-v] [-X type] [-N type] [-n]

 I have a local check




Master - Slave Split DNS
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Master - Slave Split DNS



Hi folks,

I've already configured split DNS for internal-view and external-view. Also
already configured the master - slave dns.
But i've problem with external-view zone transfer.
Based on the logs, the master notify to slave using the public ip, which is
not accessible by master to transfering the zone over public ip.
Is it possible to transfer zone over local ip for external-view ?





[OT]multi-master DNS
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[OT]multi-master DNS



On 27/06/2017 00:49, James A. Peltier wrote:
> Bind does not have a method to do multi-master replication.  All updates must be done via an intermediary service (database).
> 
> In our case, we've used containers and Consul for providing a highly available DNS service.  A container will fire up and race for the master lock.  It will dump the contents of the database into its named




Is there a way to detect/validate DHCP static IP assignment?
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Is there a way to detect/validate DHCP static IP assignment?



Hi tris,
?Many thanks, I'll give the perl script a try shortly....
Best,David 

    On Thursday, March 31, 2016 6:00 AM, Tris Hoar <trishoar at bgfl.org> wrote:
 

 On 30/03/2016 18:08, David Copperfield wrote:
> Hi,
>? We have tens of networks(VLANs) in data center with a central Linux DHCP server. each network has their router to do the DHCP relay. So, the DHCP server's




I Have Multiple Ips But Can Only Telnet to One Interface. Not the subinterface. How to Fix?
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I Have Multiple Ips But Can Only Telnet to One Interface. Not the subinterface. How to Fix?



Hi trish, i have postfix configured to listen on that ip... it's still not
listening.

see below:

# Note: you need to stop/start Postfix when this parameter changes.
#
#inet_interfaces = all
#inet_interfaces = $myhostname
#inet_interfaces = $myhostname, localhost
inet_interfaces = 172.30.1.65

# Enable IPv4, and IPv6 if supported
inet_protocols = all


--
Mike McKoy
*404.590.7176*




Pi 2 Alternatives
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Pi 2 Alternatives



We have a requirement for a new application that will be used
fixed, portable, and mobile.? The hardware requirements drive
the need for networking as well as some general purpose and
special purpose interfaces.? The software requirements are
quite simple in comparison to many of our much larger systems
with similar hardware requirements.? We are not significantly
restricted in choice of storage




trouble with Vista & reading files
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trouble with Vista & reading files



All,

    I am having trouble with a "read.table()" function that is inside of
another function.  But if I call the function by itself, it works fine.
Moreover, if I run the script on a Mac OS X (with the default Mac OS X
version of R installed, rev 2.8), it works fine.  But it does not work if I
run it on windows vista (also default Windows version of R, rev. 2.8).

    Again, both













